130th NATIONAL STATISTIC DAY CELEBRATED
Panaji : June 29, 2019

The Department of Planning Statistic & Evaluation to mark the celebration of 130th National Statistic Day has organized a function held at Porvorim today. Minister for Planning Statistic & Evaluation and Revenue Shri. Rohan Khaunte was the chief guest for the function.

The theme of the celebration was Sustainable Development and Goal. Shri Khaunte speaking on the occasion said that, the Department of Planning Statistic & Evaluation plays important role in the development and progress of the state. The data provided by this department helps the Government to formulate policies and programmes for the development of the people.

Shri Khaunte further called upon the Department to realize their importance and responsibilities and work in such a fashion to get proper output. He said to be efficient to deliver effective services. `Now time has come to show productivity and let’s work together for the motto of the Government `Sab kaa saath sab kaa vikaas` he reiterated.

The Director Civil Aviation & Jt.Director DPSE Shri Suresh Shanbhgue who was the guest of honour for the function said that the people are facing problem of birth certificate need to be resolved by making the same issued for once and for all. He called for the setting up system in the interest of the public to deliver effective services.

The DPSE is important department for Government. The data generated by the department and routine publication is important for public information, he added.

In order to mark the celebration of the day the Department had organized various sports activities like caram, Table Tennis tournament, Blood donation camp where in 26 persons donated their blood, singing competition among staff, and thereafter the function was followed by cultural programme presented by the staff members.

Shri Dr. Y. Durgaprasad, Director, DPSE welcomed the gathering. Shri. Thanu Jalmi, Research Assistant, DPSE compered the function while Shri V.B. Saxena, Jt. Director DPSE proposed the vote of thanks.
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